BEAUTY & LUNCH
An energy rejuvenation for face and stomach
BERLIN – It’s a lunch break and beauty treat rolled into one: The Regent Berlin has teamed
up with the Babor Institute by Christiane Lingner and is offering time-pressured ladies and
gentlemen a fast and effective beauty treatment followed by lunch.
First, guests head to the stylish Babor Institute located right next to the hotel. For approximately
one hour, they will be pampered with a treatment that starts with a gentle cleanse and is finished
off with a professional day make-up look. In between, carefully selected, high-quality, skintype complimenting products refresh the complexion and a relaxing massage rejuvenates the
senses.
At the restaurant “Charlotte & Fritz” the service team awaits you with a glass of Crémant. Light
dishes from the business menu will leave you feeling pleasantly sated and a gourmet coffee of
your choice will give you the energy boost to tackle the afternoon.
This “mini break” – available Tuesdays to Saturdays - costs EUR 99.00 per person and also
makes a wonderful gift idea. For further information or to book, please contact Babor directly
on +49 (0)30 206 222 22. Vouchers are also available at the Babor Institute.

Regent Berlin is located on the Gendarmenmarkt square with a beautiful view of the French Cathedral and the Concert Hall.
The boulevard Unter den Linden, the Brandenburg Gate and Friedrichstrasse with their exclusive boutiques are just a few
steps away. The very personal service and luxurious furnishings of the 195 rooms and suites make the 5-star superior hotel a
popular address for celebrities, and travelers on both pleasure and business. With highly modern conference and meeting
rooms and the casual dining restaurant Charlotte & Fritz Regent Berlin is the ideal setting for any event.
www.regenthotels.com/regent-berlin
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